Evaluation of on-line solid-phase extraction parameters for hyphenated, high-performance liquid chromatography-solid-phase extraction-nuclear magnetic resonance applications.
The hyphenated technique HPLC-SPE-NMR is proving to be a useful analytical tool for structure elucidation of mixture components, particularly for mass-limited samples where traditional isolation procedures are either time consuming or challenging. In this work, we investigated SPE trapping performance of 25 model natural products within a format corresponding to that of HPLC-SPE-NMR hyphenation. Six different silica-based bonded phases and two polymeric phases were evaluated. The trapping efficiency of polystyrene/divinylbenzene polymers was generally superior compared to silica bonded phases, which showed variable results and performed well only with hydrophobic analytes. Acetonitrile concentration in the loading solvent was critical for trapping on polymeric phase (Resin GP), as small changes of the organic solvent concentration (+/-3%) could alter the trapping efficiency significantly. Flow rate changes of the loading solvent within 0.8-5.0 mL/min did not affect trapping kinetics. Simulation of multiple trapping showed excellent performance of this approach for hydrophobic analytes, and moderate gain for more polar analytes that do not trap quantitatively in a single trapping step. Determination of 50% breakthrough levels by frontal chromatography analysis showed feasibility of accumulation of analyte amounts corresponding to about 0.5 micromol (10 mm x 2 mm i.d. Resin GP cartridge).